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it 5>-esterday or will be quite willing tomorrow. This dis-
tinction, genera!!}?- recognized with the single word, applies
also to clauses; and writers of judgement should take the
fullest freedom in such matters, allowing no superstition about
'subordinate clauses' to force upon them commas that they
feel to be needless, but inclining always when in doubt to
spare readers the jerkiness of overstepping. It is a question
for rhetoric alone, not for logic, so long as the proper allow-
ance of commas, if any, is given; what the proper alloxvance
is, has been explained a few lines back. We need not waste
time on exemplifying this simple principle; there is so far
no real laxity; the \vriter is simply free.
Laxity comes in when we choose, guided by nothing more
authoritative than euphony, to stop an adverbial phrase or
adverbial clause, but not to stop it at both ends, though it
stands in the middle of its sentence. This is an unmistakable
offence against logic, and lays one open to the condemnation
of examiners and precisians. But the point we wish to make
is that in a very large class of sentences the injury to meaning
is so infinitesimal, and the benefit to sound so considerable,
that we do well to offend. The class is so large that only one
example need be given:
But with their triumph over the revolt, Cranmer and his colleagues
advanced yet more boldly.—J. R. green.
The adverbial phrase is with their triumph over the revolt.
But does not belong to it, but to the whole sentence. The
writer has no defence whatever as against the logician ; never-
theless, his reader will be grateful to him. The familiar
intrusion of a comma after initial And and For where there
is no intervening clause to justify it, of which we gave examples
when we spoke of ovcrstopping, comes probably by false
analogy from the unpleasant pause that rigid punctuation
has made common in sentences of this type.
Laxity once introduced, however, has to be carefully kept
within bounds. It may be first laid down absolutely that

